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ABSTRACT
Through developing a skin care magazine prototype and business plan, this thesis aims to show
how a print magazine can be successful to a young audience. By studying the history and
development of both magazines and skin care and focusing on today’s industries, now is the
perfect time to launch a skin care magazine. Uncovered Magazine will not only focus on filling
this gap, but also will aim to empower women to find beauty in their natural skin.
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Introduction
Conde Nast, a leading magazine company and owner of major publications such as
Vogue, GQ, and Vanity Fair has made the decision to turn many of their magazines to digital
publications.1 Self, Brides, and Teen Vogue are major publications that Conde Nast has ceased
print distribution. 2
With Conde Nast making the decision to move magazines to digital-only platforms, it
could lead people to believe that print magazines are dead. 3 Doctor Samir Husni has used his
platform as Mr. Magazine™ to explain the importance of print in a digital age. He strongly
believes, “if it isn’t ink on paper, it is not a magazine.”4
What often goes unnoticed is that many magazines are newly produced every year. In
2020, 60 new magazines were published, despite the trials that the year of the Covid-19
pandemic proposed.5 Among these new magazines were Sweet July, a home an lifestyle
magazine by Ayesha Curry, and Millie, a financial magazine aimed towards women. 6 Both of

1

Scipioni, “Bride Magazine Ends Its Print Run. A List of Others Who Did the Same Thing.”
Scipioni, “Bride Magazine Ends Its Print Run. A List of Others Who Did the Same Thing.”
3 Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
4 Husni, The Definitive Guide on How to Launch Your Own Magazine, 5
5
Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
6 Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
2

2

these new publications are published by Meredith, a leading magazine publisher. 7 Magazines are
not dead, they are just different than they were before. The quality, timelessness, experience, and
content are what drives magazines to success in a digital age. Magazines now average $8.00 a
cover.8 Doctor Samir “Mr. Magazine” Husni tells Andy Meek of Forbes that the business model
is changing for magazines. 9 Rather than profiting off of advertisements, magazines need to profit
off of subscriptions. Because of this changing business model, magazines are offering a better
experience to readers. 10
This business plan and prototype is for Uncovered Magazine, a magazine about skin care.
The business plan explores the target audience, budget, circulation methods, competition, and
other components that will make this business a success. The prototype exemplifies the aesthetic
and design of the magazine. To first understand why it is time for this magazine, the history of
magazines and skin care, the evolution of skin care, and changes in media must first be
evaluated.

7

Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
8 Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
9 Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
10 Meek, “Stop Saying Print Journalism is Dead. 60 Magazines Launched During This Crazy
Year.”
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CHAPTER 1: HISTORY
The Beginning of Magazines
Magazines have a rich history in America. In fact, they are older than the United States.
Since their birth, they have played an important role as reflections of society. To understand fully
how important magazines have been, it is essential to go back to the beginning.
Before magazines were published in America, Great Britain had The Gentleman’s
Magazine, which was first published in 1731. “To the minds of editors and subscribers alike, a
magazine was a repository of collected pieces of wit and learning selected for amusement of
instruction: moral and political and economic essays, travelogues, visions and dreams, oriental
fables pointed axioms of wisdom, light verse, with directed against social foibles, instruction in
the manners of etiquette, news, and, for the sentimental readers, tales of devotion which pointed
the way of virtue, whether melancholy with false or blithe with true love,” said Lyon N.
Richardson about the beginning of magazines in Great Britain. 11
What Richardson said about the first British magazines still holds true today about the
magazines produced in 2021. Some magazines have moral, political, and economic essays.
Others have visions and dreams and travelogues. Magazines have been teaching, entertaining,
and inspiring readers since The Gentlemen’s Magazine was published in 1731.

11

Richardson, A History of Early American Magazines, 9-13
4

After the publication of The Gentleman’s Magazine, it was not long before the American
Colonies wanted a magazine of their own. Benjamin Franklin and Andrew Bradford raced to be
the first to publish a magazine in America. Bradford’s American Magazine was published on
February 13, 1741, and Franklin’s General Magazine was published on February 16, 1741. 12

Figure 1: The
American Magazine
Cover
Figure 2: The General
Magazine Cover
Photos from the
National Archives

At the birth of these magazines, there was not a large demand or familiarity with what
and how a periodical such as these should be read or executed. According to Frank Luther Mott
in A History of American Magazines, the beginning of these magazines had the following
difficulties: “indifference of readers and writers, the lack of adequate means of distribution,
losses in collection of subscriptions accounts and manufacturing embarrassments.” Many of
these issues arose due to the fact that they were entering new territory as they established these
periodicals.13

12
13

National Archives, “Founders Online: Advertisement in the General Magazine”
Mott, A History of American Magazines, 13
5

There were many desires that motivated Americans to start a magazine. At the time,
America was not yet independent of Great Britain which meant that the magazines Americans
had were British magazines. This encouraged Bradford and Franklin to produce magazines for
America. Another desire, according to Mott, was for the world (especially England) to see
America “favorably.”14
The revolution was coming, and the desire to show America to the world was
strengthening. Expressions of nationalism were building. These motivations led to United States
Magazine being published with clear independent movements. 15 Many more magazines emerged
around this time, but not many of them lasted. 16

Women In Magazines
The target audience for Uncovered Magazine is women. It is important to study how
women have been perceived in magazines since the beginning of magazines. Magazines are large
reflections of how women in America were viewed and are viewed today.
Although aimed towards men, the first magazines published had “addresses to the
women.” These addresses often talked about how to be feminine and how to act as a lady. The
first magazines targeted towards females was Lady’s Magazine, which was published in 1792.17
Other periodicals for women were also published primarily with fashion and household tips.
However, there were stories that were often included in these periodicals that were viewed as
scandalous and shameful. Christian magazines came out opposing the stories that were often

14

Mott, A History of American Magazines, 22
Mott, A History of American Magazines, 23
16 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 24
17 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 65-65
15
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published in the women’s magazines, but their opposition did not stop the publications of these
magazines.18 Magazines, both weekly and monthly, aimed towards women continued to be
published and would become large reflections of women in the United States.
Magazines had a role in the women’s movement in the United States. In the 19th century,
magazines aimed at women began to cover issues regarding the women’s rights movement.19
Women’s education, women’s activities outside of the household, and dress reform were all
topics at the time that the women’s magazines actively discussed.20 Other magazines published
opposing pieces to the women’s movement as there was a lot of opposition to the subject at the
time.
Periodicals made innovative movements by producing content aimed towards women,
but also in content creation by women. A Ladies’ Journal was first published so that women
could write for women. This was a success and others sprang up like it. These magazines also
played a vital role in important women’s issues. 21
Home and family magazines in the 19th century were also popular periodicals for women.
Some of these magazines were Godey’s, Ladies’ Repository, The Home Journal, Arthur’s Home
Gazette, A Journal of Pure Literature for Home Reading, Ladies’ Pearl, and Frank Leslie’s Lady
Magazine.22
Feminism flooded magazines in the USA around the turn of the century. A woman’s right
to work and right to vote were both large topics that were discussed in women’s magazines. Not

18

Mott, A History of American Magazines, 348-349
Mott, A History of American Magazines, 46
20 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 46
21 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 50
22 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 56-58
19
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all magazines wrote in favor for these movements, as magazines such as Fetter’s Southern
Magazine often wrote against the women’s suffrage moment. 23
While magazines were becoming more popular with women, so were cosmetics. As
magazines began to advertise towards women, many of these advertisements showcased
cosmetics as the cosmetic industry grew in the United States. 24

The History of the Cosmetics Industry
In order to understand the lasting impact that skin care has, it is important to study the
history of the industry. Skincare is typically grouped with beauty products and labeled
“cosmetics.” Skin care is the act of caring for the skin through products, routines, and diet.
Skincare refers to products that promote the skin’s well-being such as moisturizers, eye creams,
and serums. Beauty products, or “makeup” are products designed to immediately change the
appearance of the skin such as blush, lipstick, foundation, and eyeshadow.
Scent was a large player in the beginning of the cosmetics industry. In the nineteenth
century, companies began to sell fragrances as the industry became more capitalist. Fragrances
had been a luxury used in ancient Rome and in Islamic civilizations. Roman Emperors were said
to have particularly enjoyed fragrances and would cover themselves in scents. Essential oils were
used from animals and plants by Arab and Persian pharmacists. Creams, oils, powders, and
fragrances were commonly associated with healing. 25
In the second half of the 19th century, fragrances transformed. The French fragrance
industry grew exponentially. Other beauty products were also being produced and sold in the late

23

Mott, A History of American Magazines, 353-355
Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America’s Beauty Culture, 103-105
25 Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 15
24
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1800s. There was a large demand for perfume as the industry developed, and to meet this
demand a large amount of fragrances were produced at different price levels. Different scents
were of different values. Perfume houses popped up and immediately battled to set themselves
apart.26
François Coty was a key player in the beauty industry. As a business owner, he was
determined to break traditional attitudes and methods concerning the industry at the time. He did
this primary through marketing. Coty wanted to reach a larger scale of people while still keeping
the fragrance as a luxury product. He designed perfume bottles to be elegant in design and sold
them in smaller bottles. A large issue that he addressed was a stigma surrounding perfumes.
Upper class women would apply perfumes to clothes and handkerchiefs rather than directly on
their skin, while associating direct application to the skin with “less respectable” women. Coty
marketed the perfumes as popular to all women in order to fight this existing stigma. 27
As the industry globalized during the turn of the century, the Parisian perfume grew in
America as well. François Coty had a major impact in the American beauty market. In 1905, he
sent his mother-in-law to the United States to investigate the market. She realized there was
greater potential for growth within the American cosmetics industry than perfume. Coty started
adapted his business to fit American needs, and by 1914 he was making face powder that was
selling 30,000 items a day in the United States. 28
Other beauty products were being imagined at the same time that are still used today.
L’Oréal launched hair colors in 1907. There were a total of three shades launched. In order to

26

Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 20-21
Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 29-32
28 Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 37
27
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convince hairdressers of the product, L’Oréal published a regular publication to show how the
product worked, which resulted in hairdressers becoming key marketers for L’Oréal. 29
Around the same time skin creams were becoming marketable as well. Oscar Troplowitz
was a German pharmacist who globalized his skin cream, Nivea. Marketing products such as
skin creams were one of the main factors in the rising demand for skincare products.30 Harriet
Hubbard Ayer figured out that there was an “emotional and aspirational” association to these
products that could be capitalized on. She then decided to get celebrities to endorse her face
cream.31 In addition to face creams, companies like Revlon and Maybelline that still exist today
began producing makeup such as mascara at this time.32
The beginning of the beauty and skin care industry in the United States was the beginning
of many mass marketing methods. At first, creams and powders were rarely found advertised in
magazines. If anything, toilet soaps would be found advertised inside of magazines. After World
War 1, advertising methods promoting cleanliness, and hygiene became more extensive in the
skin care industry. According to Kathy Peiss, author of Hope in a Jar: The Making of America’s
Beauty Culture, skincare products were, “among the first to develop major national ad
campaigns.” Skincare and beauty products were commonly advertised in general magazines,
women’s magazines, and newspapers. Later, when radio broadcasting was invented, cosmetic
companies sponsored programs and took commercial spots.33 Since the beginning of women’s
magazines, “beauty” has been one of the most common subjects.

29

Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 50
Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 50
31 Jones, Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry, 58
32 Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America’s Beauty Culture, 103
33 Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America’s Beauty Culture, 103-105
30
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Beauty and Skin Care in Magazines
The cosmetic market is largely responsible for the overwhelming amount of beauty-based
content in magazines. Rachel Ritchie in “Beauty isn’t all a matter of looking glamorous,:
attitudes towards glamour and beauty in 1950s women’s magazines,” writes that because of the
large amounts of beauty company advertising, the magazines felt pressure to encourage use of
the products even in editorial pieces, making magazines overwhelmingly beauty-focused.34
The advertisements were so prevalent that by the 1950s, many women were already tired
of being bombarded with these advertisements. In the 1950s, Home and Country and Women’s
Outlook made the decision to limit beauty-based advertisements.
Ladies’ Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, McCall’s, Vogue, and Cosmopolitan all
include sections about beauty. These magazines were all first published in the 19 th century, and
all of them, except for McCall’s, are still published today. Magazines such as these that have
content about beauty are often categorized as “women’s magazines.”

34

Ritchie, “Beauty isn’t all a matter of looking glamorous,: attitudes towards glamour and beauty
in 1950s women’s magazines,” 728
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Figure 3: Skin Care Tips in Ladies’ Home Journal Vol IX 1892

Figure 4: Ladies’ Home Journal April 1975 Cover – Headline reads “Beauty Tips for
Prettier Lips”
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Above are two copies of Ladies’ Home Journal nearly 100 years apart. In the 1892 issue
there is an article that suggests holding a fan in front of the face to cover pimples. There is also
an advertisement for facial soap in the bottom left corner. In the bottom figure, the April 1975
issue of Ladies’ Home Journal has a headline that reads “Beauty Tips for Prettier Lips.”
Although almost 100 years apart, both issues included skin care and beauty tips.
Skin care and beauty have typically been departments in women’s magazines. From
advertisements, to articles, to covers, skin care and beauty tips have been a huge part of women’s
magazines. However, the way that beauty is seen in media is definitely evolving, especially in
magazines.
The presence of the cosmetic industry in magazines is undeniable. Some of the very first
marketing tactics of the cosmetics industry included advertising in magazines. This still holds
very true today, as magazines targeted towards women have beauty sections and are covered in
skincare product advertising and beauty product advertising. The skin care industry is still very
present and is always evolving.

13

CHAPTER TWO: MODERN SKIN CARE
The skin care industry is a major player within the cosmetic industry. There are important
trends to follow within the skin care industry to better understand the content of Uncovered
Magazine.
According to the industry report “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores in the US,”
Ulta and Sephora are the two largest cosmetic distributors in the United States. 35 Smaller
businesses have had to close down their storefronts, despite the industry’s growth. In fact,
specialized stores like Ulta and Sephora are experiencing pressure due to retailers such as Target
getting more into skin care and cosmetic sales. 36 Another trend in the industry is the continued
growth of the global market.37 More products are being sold internationally. For example, many
Korean skin care trends have reached the United States. New skincare products will continue to
be produced including both luxury products and more affordable products. Male cosmetics have
increased over the years as well, opening up a new market in the industry. 38
According to the United States “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores,” industry
report, skincare products make up about 14.1% of the cosmetics store industry. This number is
somewhat low because the majority of skin care purchases are at drugstores and supermarkets,

35

Cecila, Fernandez., “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores in the US,” Report 44612
Cecila, Fernandez., “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores in the US,” Report 44612
37 Cecila, Fernandez., “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores in the US,” Report 44612
38 Cecila, Fernandez., “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores in the US,” Report 44612
36
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but skincare products bought at cosmetics retailers was still a 3.61 billion dollar industry in
2020.39
Many people do not wear makeup, but most have bought some form of skin care. 40 Facial
cleansers, sunscreen, and moisturizers are very commonly used products that all fall in this
category. There are also skin care enthusiasts who take skin care to the next level. Many of these
enthusiasts trust medspas with skin care.
Skin care has become increasingly scientific and medical. The use of “medspas” is a
popular method in caring for skin. A medspa is a combination of a medical center and a spa.
Treatments such as Botox, chemical peels, fillers, and microdermabrasion services are just some
of the services found at medspas. The market for medspas are primarily adult women. Medspas
have a loyal customer base which is essential to their business model.

41

People who use medspas

trust aestheticians with recommendations for products and services. It is important to note that
the use of medspas is expensive so it is somewhat of a skin care luxury to use these spas.
Although dermatologists perform many of the same treatments, aestheticians are not
dermatologists; however, medspas are under supervision of a physician. Cosmeceuticals are
another way that skin care practices have become more medical. The term cosmeceuticals refers
to cosmetics that give drug-like benefits. The use of cosmeceuticals has increased substantially.
A popular cosmeceutical is retinoid, which is used as an anti-aging method.42
In contrast to skin care becoming more medically advanced, there has also been a big
demand for natural ingredients in skin care. Many products brand themselves as being “natural.”

39

Cecila, Fernandez., “Beauty, Cosmetics, and Fragrance Stores in the US,” Report 44612
Ridder, Statistica, “Skin Care Market in the US,” did-52924-1
41 O’Connor, “Health and Wellness Spas, Report” OD4186
42 Brandt, “Cosmeceuticals: current trends and market analysis,” 141-143
40
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Some shoppers aim to buy skincare products with natural ingredients over more innovative and
scientific ingredients. Many of these natural/clean brands are reliant on brand power. These
brands use concept marketing to highlight their clean ingredients.
Cosmetic brands have also began to market towards a cause. Clean and natural brands
have used social change as a brand tactic. “Clean labels, pure ingredients, and farm-to-shelf
sourcing are not only helping to empower villages and global communities, they are driving
numbers that top charts with increasing revenue share, a clear indication that the natural beauty
category can stand on its own and have sustained growth,” says Dalielle Lin, author of “Beauty
Takes Center Stage with Healthy Living: Global Awareness Shifts Consumer Demands.”

43

Both medically based and natural based skincare products are growing demands in the
market. This shows that big skin care trends sometimes are not similar to each other. For
Uncovered Magazine, this means that not all skin care enthusiasts are going to want the same
content. Therefore, a variety of content is necessary to engage different readers to the magazine.
As the skin care market constantly evolves, so does media. The way that cosmetics are
marketing towards women are changing. Large companies like Dove have set the pathway to
change to a more transparent marketing method.

43

Lin, Danielle, “Beauty Takes Center Stage and Healthy Living.”
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CHAPTER THREE: CHANGES IN MEDIA
“Campaign for Real Beauty” by Dove was a brand movement that was first dreamed up
in 2002. At the time, the women in beauty ads were thought of to always be, “young, white,
blonde, and thin,” according to Dove’s initial research in 2002.44 Dove took action by promoting
a massive campaign that sparked change in the way products were marketed. The brand took
ordinary women of different shapes, sizes, and skin tones and used them as models in the
campaign rather than the more traditional model. Dove also used the campaign to point out the
damaging effects ads have towards young girls as it teaches them to expect to look a certain way.
The campaign also exposed how much photoshop was used in ads at the time. On YouTube, they
released a time-lapsed video of a woman’s face totally changing as she is given professional hair
and makeup and then was photoshopped. It was not common that a brand like Dove would take
action towards a social issue, but it definitely worked in Dove’s favor. Not only did they start a
media revolution, but grew by 1.2 billion dollars in three years. 45
In 2018, one of the leading beauty and skin care retailers, CVS Pharmacy announced that
they would ban “photo manipulation.” If a photo appeared in the store that had been digitally
altered, CVS would label the advertisement as an altered photo. If an image was not digitally

44
45

Deighton, “Evolution of a Brand,” 1-7
Deighton, “Evolution of a Brand,” 1-7
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manipulated, CVS would give it a “CVS Beauty Mark.” Changes like this puts pressure on large
suppliers to alter the way they advertise. 46
As social media allows for more people to have a platform, women have also made
initiatives to promote natural beauty on their social media pages. Instagram has created a culture
where perfect pictures are expected of regular people. With filters and editing tools that were
previously only available to professionals, unrealistic beauty expectations come from each other
and not just large company advertising. Many bloggers have realized that their picture-perfect
pages might cause a damaging beauty expectation to their followers. To combat this, many
women have posted photos that compare “Instagram” vs. “Reality.” Sometimes these posts are
comical, but many times they are to remind followers that social media is not always an accurate
reputation of what someone looks like or is going through. Although more organic than large
campaigns like Dove, it is another initiative to appreciate natural beauty.
Em Ford, a famous beauty blogger posted a video in 2015 to expose online harassment.
In the video (see figure #5), she starts out bare faced. She shares comments that real users
commented to her bare face such as, “you look disgusting,” and, “what is wrong with her face?”
She then shows herself covering up her natural skin with makeup. She received comments like,
“you’re so pretty,” and, “you look amazing.” Then she received negative comments about her
makeup look. “You wear too much makeup people said. “This is misleading,” and, “this is why
people have trust issues,” are some of the comments people said about her makeup. Ford’s video
showed that no matter what she did, she received hate.47

46

Bomey, “CVS Bans Photo Manipulation for Store Beauty Brands, Will Place Alert Label on
Others.”
47 Sieckowski, “Blogger Takes Off Her Makeup to Reveal The Ugly Truth About Online
Harrasment.”
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Figure 5: Em Ford shows her natural skin vs covered up skin on Instagram
There is more progress to go, but there are definitely movements to appreciate natural
beauty that has not been covered up, digitally altered, or filtered. Businesses, marketing teams,
and bloggers are using their platform more and more to bring awareness to the unobtainable
beauty standards that society has.

19

CHAPTER FOUR: UNCOVERED MAGAZINE
When visiting a newsstand full of magazines there are multiple fashion, lifestyle, home,
and cooking magazines targeted towards women. Beauty magazines, however, do not take up as
much space on the shelf. Aside from Allure Magazine, content on beauty and skin care in the
magazine industry is mostly found in small sections within fashion/mainstream women
magazines. These beauty sections in mainstream magazines are typically covered with content
focused on covering up skin with cosmetics, and content regarding taking care of skin is usually
shortened to just a page or two.
There are many women who prefer not to wear makeup.48 In a survey published by
Alexander Kunst, 10% of women said they never wear makeup. 49 31% of women in this age
group said they wear makeup every day. The others, responded to wear makeup anywhere from a
few times per month to a few times per week. As they shop through the cosmetic aisle, they are
more drawn towards skin care over makeup. There are women who enjoy wearing makeup, but
also want to take care of their skin. There is not a magazine that specializes in only skin care.
Beauty sections in magazines are more geared towards makeup than skin care. Wouldn’t it be
more convincing to follow a skin care regimen that did not have a cover up method on the next
page?

48

Ridder “Skin Care Market in the US,” did-52924-1
Kunst, “Frequency of makeup use among consumers in the United States as of May 2017, by
age group”
49
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The skin care industry is a 145.2 billion dollar industry.50 Although the industry is
massive, magazines have hardly covered it. Magazines have a history of taking an overwhelming
subject line and making it understandable to readers. When a consumer picks up Vogue, he or
she gets insight in all the latest fashion trends in one short reading session. People summarizes
all the latest celebrity gossip for its readers so they do not have to constantly follow every
celebrity. With the overwhelming size of the skin care industry, people need a trusted magazine
to go to for advice in the care of their skin.
YouTube and TikTok videos are currently some of the most popular ways people receive
skin care advice on the internet. Many bloggers test and review products online and post videos
with their thoughts and recommendations of products. The larger these videos become, the more
obvious it is that companies are paying people to recommend their products. With this reality
becoming more clear, the harder it becomes to trust these recommendations that are found on the
internet.

50

Ridder, “Skin Care Market in the U.S.” did-52924-1
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Figure 6: Hyram Yarbro hosts a brand review on Youtube
In Figure 6, Hyram Yarbro hosts a video where he gives viewers his opinion on the best
and worst skin care brands. This video has 2,059,904 views. Yarbro has become a leading
influence in the Generation Z skin care purchase decisions. He also has 1.2 million Instagram
followers and 6.8 million TikTok followers. The only thing he posts are skin care reviews,
routine reviews, and other skin care related advice. This massive following exhibits the audience
that is interested in learning more about skin care. Cosmetic brands like E.L.F. and Morphe have
found success investing in TikTok through influencers.51
Instagram is also a large platform for bloggers to recommend skincare products.
However, just like YouTube and TikTok, Instagram bloggers are typically paid for posting about
products. Although less obvious than traditional ads, viewers are seeing ads rather than real
reviews.

51

Strugatz, “What it Means to be a Gen-Z Beauty Brand Today.”
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Figure 7: Instagram Blogger, Olivia Rink promotes Aquaphor
In Figure 7, Instagram fashion influencer/blogger, Olivia Rink. Rink has 288,000
Instagram followers. This post is a paid advertisement by Aquaphor. On this post alone she
received 5,928 likes. Popular bloggers like Rink are paid to post about skin care often.
Instagram has become more of a shopping experience than ever before. It is very clear
that the app and many accounts want to make money off of purchases. Instagram bloggers started
out as authentic people sharing their day to day experience, but have turned into paid advertising
pages. It is becoming more obvious to people that the content they are viewing is not genuine,
but instead advertising.
The more people realize that the content they used to trust on social media has become
advertising, the more they will look for other forms of advice. Just as people turned from other

23

mediums to social media for authenticity, they are likely to turn away from social media due to
inauthenticity.
With magazine prices going up, the industry is shifting to selling content to readers rather
than readers to advertisers.52 This is a different method than magazines have had in the past, but
it is necessary to keep demand for magazines high. 53 This is also different than social media.
Social media gains a profit by selling consumer profiles to advertisers. This differentiation makes
it the perfect time to introduce Uncovered as a magazine full of trusted skin care advice.
People spend hours a day scrolling through their phone.54 When not on their phone they
are often on computers for professional or academic work. Because of this, people stare at
screens for large amounts in the day. People are tired of looking at screens all day, as Dr. Samir
Husni says people are experiencing “phone fatigue.”55 Uncovered will be an escape from the
digital world which is full of unreliable information and advertising overload.
These factors are the reason why it is a great time to establish Uncovered. Young
generations are interested in skin care. They are turning to social media influencers only to find
that it is paid advertising. With the long hours a day spent on screens, people are experiencing
“phone fatigue.” The magazine business model is changing, which differentiates itself from other
mediums. This provides the perfect opportunity for a skin care magazine. Uncovered Magazine
will be an escape from this digital world and a trusted skin care source that clearly separates
advertising and advice.
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BUSINESS PLAN
THE CONCEPT:
Uncovered Magazine is a quarterly printed magazine that produces trusted content about skin
care in order to encourage women to feel comfortable in their natural skin without cosmetics.
THE CONTENTS:
Departments
1. Letter from the Editor – The letter from the editor will be about the publication and its
contents. It will feel personal, but not too casual.
2. The Cover Story – Every issue has a different cover. The explanation and story behind
the front cover will be one of the first things in every magazine.
3. At the MedSpa – A team member will experience a procedure at a medspa and write
about the process, method, and results.
4. Product Reviews – With so many skincare products on the market, the team will
personally try products and give honest reviews.
5. Seasonal Favorites – Different seasons bring different needs in skin care. Because each
issue will be published during a different season, the best products and methods for that
season will be in every issue. Ex. Moisturizers for winter dryness
26

6. Brand Highlight – Skin care brands are all different. Now more and more brands are
showing up and have different methods. Each issue will highlight a different brand and
explain the history, method, and general facts about the company.
7. Skin Q&A – Readers will be able to send in questions regarding skin care issues and
concerns. The team will research and write answers to these questions and publish them.
8. Save or Splurge? – There are both luxury and more affordable skin care lines on the
market. In this section, a different product will be focused on and there will be an
argument about whether to buy a budget friendly version or a more expensive version.
9. Celebrity Routine – A celebrity will share his/her skin care routine.
10. Reader Routine – An Uncovered reader will share his/her skin care routine.
11. Testimonials – Readers will be able to share changes in their skin and how they made
these changes. They also can share stories about how they learned to feel comfortable in
their skin, etc.
12. Hyram Yarbro Column – Skin care enthusiast Hyram Yarbo will write a column in every
magazine about different topics relating to skin care. Yarbo has had a lot of success
marketing skin care brands on Youtube and TikTok. 56 By having Yarbro as a columnist,
his Gen-Z audience will be likely to trust Uncovered as a skin care source.
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Rodgers, “How Hyram Yarbro and TikTok Skinfluencers are Impacting The Beauty Industry.”
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Features (5-7 per issue, 4 issues)
Winter
1. Combatting Dry Skin – Methods to fight dry skin during the winter months.
2. Wearing SPF Year Round – How and why you should be wearing SPF even in the colder
months.
3. A look at Ingredients – An interview with a chemist on finding the right ingredients in
your skincare products.
4. New Approach to Skin Care – What new approach to skin care are dermatologists taking?
Spring
1. Athletes and Skin Care – Interviews with athletes on how they take care of their skin
while competing and training.
2. Stress on Your Skin – Why stress could causing acne and ways to combat stress.
3. Skin Care Myths – A talk with an esthetician about the worst skin care myths out there.
4. Skin Care Timeline – A timeline of skin care throughout history highlighting methods
used by different generations.
5. Is “Maskne” Real? – How to combat “Maskne” during Covid-19
Summer
1. Sustainable Skin care – What is sustainable skin care and what brands are sustainable?
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2. Feeling Comfortable in Your Skin – An article about how to feel comfortable in your
own skin and how to fight insecurities.
3. Vitamins for the Skin – How to treat skin from the inside out.
4. Spa Treatments – MedSpas with the best reviews in each state.
Fall
1. Plastic Surgery and Skin Care – An interview with a plastic surgeon about procedures
and side effects.
2. Gut Health and Skin – A collaboration with a dietician about gut health cause skin
impurities
3. Anti-Aging Treatment – How early should you incorporate anti-aging regimens into your
routine?
4. Skin Care from Around the World – A look at where different skin care treatments
originated.
5. Aging Beautifully – Why you shouldn’t be so scared to show signs of age and how to age
gracefully.

PERSONA:
The Uncovered Magazine reader is a twenty five year old female from Atlanta, Georgia.
She works out in her free time and aims to live a healthy lifestyle. She is interested in fashion
and loves to shop. She does not wear a lot of makeup. Skin care is important to her, and she is
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always searching for new skincare products. She oftentimes gets overwhelmed by all the
contradicting skin care advice that she reads on the internet. Her favorite form of social media is
Instagram, but she is weary of purchasing products recommended on the app due to large
percentage of paid advertising through influencers. She enjoys to read in her free time and
prefers a physical book rather than a Kindle or I-Pad version.

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS:
United States Females Ages 20 to 34 Years Old 57
•

20 to 24 years old – 11.06 million (GEN Z)

•

25 to 29 years old – 12 million (GEN Y/Millennial)

•

30 to 34 years old – 11.35 million (GEN Y/Millennial)

PSYCHOGRAPHICS:
Generation Z women have adopted a more natural beauty preference. 58 This alone, is why
Generation Z is a huge target audience for Uncovered Magazine. The magazine promotes natural
beauty and strays from misleading advertising.
Women have never been more educated than they are now.59 More women are graduating
college than ever before. However, women are reporting being under more stress than ever
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before.60 It is important to be authentic to millennial women. 61 This authenticity that millennials
want, is a huge part of Uncovered’s mission, which is why millennial women are an important
target audience.
Design is important to Generation Z. Generation Z has grown up in an era with an
emphasis on creativity and design. Having an aesthetic will better attract members of Generation
Z. Generation Z does not like intrusive ads that they are unable to skip with a click of a button.
They prefer to be able to skip and move on to the content. 62
Millennials (Generation Y) feel that social media such as Facebook has become cluttered
with ads. They also are worried about privacy and intrusiveness on the social media site. It is
also bothersome to millennials to see unrelated ads and multiple of the same ads.63
Generation Y carries a tremendous amount of disposable income. They also value brands
and are commonly willing to pay a higher price for brands they are respectable that they know
they will get results from. “Made in the USA” is a popular logo addition and many millennials
see this positively when making purchasing decisions. 64
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RELATIONSHIP:
The magazine will feel like an esthetician and a friend combined on paper to the reader.
Not everyone has access to expensive esthetician appointments or dermatologist appointments.
The magazine will be a cheaper way to receive skin care advice. However, it will still feel like a
luxurious experience for the reader. Just as people watch skin care routine videos YouTube
videos regularly they can also indulge in a magazine all about skin care.
Generation Z appreciates esthetics so the magazine will be esthetically pleasing and will
have consistent branding that will carry into social media. Generation Y cares about the brand.
Uncovered will be an ethical brand and will be sure to communicate that to the public. Because
the magazine will be printed, readers are able to easily skip ad pages and move on to the content
that they want to read.
Magazines are a representation of the reader. If someone walks into a home and sees
Uncovered on the coffee table they will know that the owner cares for their health and skin by
valuing real advice on the products they use.

COMPETITION ANALYSIS:
Major Competition:
Allure:
Allure is a beauty magazine that is published by Conde Nast. It has a South Korean
publication as well as the United States publication. Allure is known for reviews of products and
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their “best of beauty” awards. Michelle Lee is Allure’s Unite States Editor in Chief. According
to Allure’s media kit, the US magazine has 4.1 million print readers and a social media following
of 4.6 million. Right now the brand is focusing a lot on their beauty box. The beauty box is a
subscription service that readers can purchase that will allow them to receive recommended
products.
Print Rates according to Allure’s media kit are as follows:
o Page: $183,048
o Cover 2: $219,729
o Cover 3: $192,234
o Cover 4: $228,805

Uncovered has a tighter “niche” than Allure. While Allure covers makeup, skin, hair, and
wellness, Uncovered focuses specifically on skin care. Uncovered will avoid content on makeup
while makeup is largely Allure’s biggest department. Uncovered emphasizes natural beauty
while Allure highlights a lot of heavy makeup. The design of the two magazines are also
different. Uncovered has a more aesthetic design that provides an experience, while Allure is
more busy with less focus on aesthetics. Allure focuses more on a higher quantity of
information, while Uncovered is a shorter magazine.
The women who find joy in cosmetics and makeup routines are likely going to read
Allure. The women who are focused on caring for their skin and wearing little to no makeup are
going to read Uncovered. It is easy to be overwhelmed by Allure because the large quantity of
content. If a woman oftentimes gets overwhelmed by tons of information in the industry,
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Uncovered is a more likely brand for her. The women who enjoys cosmetics might also read
Uncovered because they are still likely to want to properly care for their skin.

New Beauty:
New Beauty is a magazine that aims to educate readers about the latest technology in
beauty. Most of New Beauty’s content is about cosmetic procedures, cosmetic enhancements,
and the leading professionals in the plastic surgery industry. New Beauty’s website has a “find a
doctor” button as well as ads geared towards cosmetic procedures and treatments. New Beauty
prides themselves on being “unbiased.” Like Uncovered, New Beauty publishes four times a
year. A one year subscription costs $29.95.
New Beauty’s Ad rates are as follows:
o Full Page: $34,125
o Cover 2: $41,060
o Cover 4: $42,770
o 1/3rd Page: $19,960
According to New Beauty’s media kit, the magazine has a circulation of 300,000. 22% of
its readers are through paid subscriptions, 22% are through newsstand purchases, and 56% are
“qualified non-paid.” The median age of New Beauty is 51. Digitally, New Beauty has 1.78
million social followers/fans.
The brand is also selling a tester pack called “The Test Tube.” This is a subscription
service similar to Allure’s, but it is only testing size products. It is branded as a “luxury testing
experience” and with purchase of the kit includes a New Beauty print subscription
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Uncovered has a variety of different qualities that sets itself apart from New Beauty.
Uncovered focuses more on skin care, while New Beauty focuses more on cosmetic procedures.
Uncovered’s target audience is slightly different than New Beauty when it comes to age. New
Beauty has an older target audience than Uncovered.

Minor Competition:
•

InStyle

•

Elle

•

Vogue

•

Cosmopolitan

•

Health

•

Shape

•

Magnolia Journal

CIRCULATION PLAN:
According to Doctor Samir Husni, “magazines are purchased either on impulse or by
habit.” Uncovered’s circulation plan is aimed at both with the goal of impulse decisions leading
to a habit.
Uncovered Magazine will have be distributed mostly via newsstands and subscriptions. A
large part of the newsstand placement will be to attract first time buyers. Subscription readers
will be devoted consumers. The magazine has the ability to create loyal readers, the content will
drive readers to become repeating customers.
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If a major competitor sits on the newsstand, Uncovered will be placed next to it. If they
are not, Uncovered will placed next to minor competitors. This will make sure that the magazine
is exactly where it needs to be as its target audience scopes out the newsstand.
A less traditional form of circulation will be to place magazines at the checkout lines of
retailers like Sephora and Ulta. By doing this, the magazine will be placed at the same place that
people buy skincare products. It also will allow the magazine to be able to reach an audience that
would not typically go to a magazine newsstand. In order to get young readers, Uncovered will
need to grab the attention of people who have never bought a magazine before and these retailers
are a great place to do it.
Another form of circulation will be “promotional freebies.” Especially in the beginning
years of Uncovered, copies will be given to spas, hair and nail salons, and medical spas to be
placed in waiting rooms. By placing the magazine in these areas, the magazine will be sitting in
front of the right reader at the right time. Waiting rooms can also be a time of “phone fatigue” so
a magazine is an appealing thing to pick up at the time.
After being picked up at a newsstand, check-out line, or for free at another spot, the next
step is for the content to do the work. This is why the content of the magazine is the selling point
of the magazine. The magazine should be an escape from digital clutter as well as bombarding
advertising. When the future loyal Uncovered readers experiences this, they can purchase a
subscription for themselves.
Subscription services are popular among Generation Z and Millennial shoppers. So many
products exclusively sell as a subscription. Everything from razors, tv, wine, books, and more are
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sold in subscription form. Because of this, it is believed that Uncovered readers will enjoy
purchasing the magazine through a subscription.

ADVERTISING ANALYSIS:
Wishlist:
*Seen in Allure
1. Neutrogena*
2. OLAY*
3. Clinique
4. L’Oreal*
5. Dove*
6. Milk
7. Aveeno
8. Beauty Counter
9. Sephora
10. Glossier
11. Cetaphil
12. Ulta
13. Cerave*
14. Epionce
15. Honest
16. Drunk Elephant
17. Tatcha
18. SK-II
19. Lancome*
20. Dr. Dennis Gross
21. Dermalogica
22. Peter Thomas Roth
23. Cetaphil
24. Biossance
25. Tula
26. Lamer
27. First Aid Beauty
28. The Ordinary
29. Simple
30. Farmacy
31. Foreo
32. Tretinoin
33. Beta-hydroxy acid
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34. Hydroquinone
35. Propecia
36. Vaniqa
37. SkinCeuticals
38. Paula’s Choice
39. Differin Gel
40. Pixi
41. Botox
42. Estee Lauder
43. Revision
44. Supergoop!
45. Makeup Eraser
46. Medspas
47. RoC*

STAFF:
Magazines typically do not have a large staff. One of the good things about magazines, is
that a lot of the work can be done by freelancers.
1. Chief Revenue Officer (publisher) - The chief revenue officer will be the manager of the
finances. He or she will be the person over the whole magazine production. This is
mostly a managing position, but will also include construction the media kit.
2. Editor - The editor will be in charge of content. The editor will not do a lot of writing, but
more of managing content. This will require a creative mind, but also will need to be a
leader, and an analytical thinker.
3. Creative Director - The creative director will be in charge of designing the print
magazine, website, and social media pages. The creative director will need to have
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graphic design skills and also be a good multi-tasker. The creative director will also need
to fit the same style or at least understand the aesthetic that Uncovered wants to portray.
4. Intern - Since the magazine will start off pretty small in staffing, at least one intern will
be necessary to join the team to do many of the tasks that will help with overall
productivity of the office. The intern will also be able to gain real-world experience in
both entrepreneurship and magazine service.

Freelancing: There will be three areas that will be majority freelancing. The freelancing
opportunities are advertising, circulation, and editorial. Although these areas are being
outsourced, it is critical that they are not overlooked and that they create the same unity as the
rest of the magazine.
1. Advertising - Advertising the magazine and finding advertisers for the magazine will be
outsourced by a marketing firm. The firm will be in charge of the advertising that pays to
be in the magazine. The advertiser will be paid 20% commission per sale.
2. Printing Circulation - The circulation will be outsourced by a third party company. They
will be in charge of distributing the magazine. A benefit of outsourcing the circulation is
that there are many companies that specialize in this and know the market well.
3. Editorial - In order to have Uncovered full of different writers and photographers, all of
the editorial pieces will need to be done through freelancers. It is likely many of the
writers will become regulars in the magazine, but no writers will be hired as a full time
staff member. Because editorial is being outsourced, the editor has a huge responsibility
to pick articles and writers that fit the theme, tone, and style of Uncovered to create a
cohesive magazine.
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BUDGET:
This budget is created for Uncovered Magazine’s first sixteen publications. One third of
the budget will be spent on printing and distribution, one third will be spent on salaries, and the
remaining one third will be spent on content creation. The first four years that are shown
represent the beginning of the magazine’s production. Because if the newness, the staff will be
small and employees will likely work other jobs. As the magazine grows, full time employees
will be hired and salaries will increase. The first year, the budget is smaller coming in at
$162,000. The second and third year have the same budget of $240,000. The fourth year has a
budget of $300,000.65
There are multiple factors that played a part in the budget. Printing and distribution is
assuming a $1.35-$1.00/per magazine printing rate. The amount of magazines printed increases
causing the price of the magazine to be printed to decrease. There will be 10,000 magazines
printed at first and every year it will increase. Salaries also increase throughout the four years.
The goal average salary is $35,000. The budget for content creation increases as the other areas
increase.
The pre-launch budget is the budget that is needed before the first magazine is printed.
This includes things like advertising, prototype costs, and office expenses. This budget is
important because it will be the very beginning of the magazine, and as it is used investors will
be able to see how Uncovered acts as a business.
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THE CONTINGENCY PLAN:
Skin care is a crowded market and so is the current method of learning about skin care.
With Uncovered Magazine a community will be built of skin care enthusiasts who are aware of
dishonest branding, paid influencing, and skin care advice they cannot trust. This community
will give members a sense of trust and respect.
The magazine is an experience. By publishing quarterly every page will have months of
thought and detail. The esthetic will be calming and upscale. When women go to the spa they
often have conversations with their esthetician about their skin and it feels like an educational
experience. Uncovered Magazine is this experience in print. To do this Uncovered will be
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available in all the right places. It will be placed in spas, skin care stores, newsstands, and salons.
By being placed in these spots, it will allow the future members of its community to pick it up
for the first time. After this, the content will have to bring the reader back for more.
The magazine is not just pages of enormous amounts of information. This is what the
magazine is avoiding. The content should be an experience, not just listed facts, but there is a
standard that nothing is printed unless it is factual information. To build his reputation, the
content has to sell. It has to be a conversation starter, it has to promote action, and it has to bring
readers back for more.
Uncovered is a niche magazine. There is nothing exactly like it on the market. It has the
ability to reach a young audience that other publications are struggling with. It will stand out
against other magazines.
The small staff and small budget will allow the magazine to enter the market without too
much of a risk. It is the perfect time to enter the market because of phone fatigue, overwhelming
digital content, and movements towards natural beauty.
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CONCLUSION
Magazines have been relevant in the United States for over 200 years. Their relevance is
not expiring. They are evolving to be more targeted, content driven, high quality published
pieces. The crowded digital market place allows print to be more appealing. Skin care will
always be changing, but one thing remains the same, that people are driven to take care of
themselves, especially the largest organ in their body. The skincare product market is booming as
more people spend money to take care of their skin.
Younger generations have many qualities that would encourage them to pick up a
magazine. They are attracted to branding, quality, design, and aesthetics. More of this can be
achieved in print than it can on a smartphone. These generations like to skip ads and are tired of
being highly targeted all the time through their digital devices. A magazine allows an
advertisement to be skipped by the flip of a page.
Print magazines, if done properly can be a relaxing break from the long hours on digital
devices. Print is trusted and the skin care market is booming. A skin care magazine could not
only survive in today’s market, but it would thrive.
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Welcome to the beginning of Uncovered
Magazine. Every page in this magazine has
been published with a great amount of
thoughtfulness. In a world where information
regarding the care of your skin can seem
crowded, we hope that these pages can
provide clarity. The hope of Uncovered is
for its readers to learn to love and care
or their skin through trusted advice and
recommendations by our team.
I have always been interested
but I often have found myself
the flooding of advice on the
often contradicts each other.
Uncovered I hope that readers
source of trusted information
of their skin.

in skin care
confused due to
internet that
By creating
will have a
in the caring

Whether it is by finding that routine that
works for you or gaining confidence in your natural beauty, it is our intention
that our community will learn to look at themselves in the mirror at night and
find a new care and appreciation for their skin as it is completely uncovered
with cosmetics.
In this issue we will focus on the past and the present. You will find a
fascinating timeline of essential methods of skincare used throughout history.
You will also see how our team de-stresses to avoid stress showing on their
skin. One thing we know for sure is that caring for our skin will always be
necessary so enjoy your first issue of Uncovered and we hope you will learn
something new.
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Lorem

ipsum dolor sit amet, vix ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo inciderint nam,
aliquid denique eam te. Ex euismod scriptorem complectitur vim, in evertitur
posidonium per. Graeco prompta ei his, ad semper perpetua nam. Oratio incorrupte ex quo, ex usu wisi nostrum constituam.

His an errem temporibus conclusionemque, tota dicam et pri, eum ex magna soluta
verterem. Quo cibo quodsi deseruisse ne. His ei mundi scripta ancillae, te
nec essent accusam cotidieque. Labore
torquatos conclusionemque ei vix, tritani
quaerendum in nec, vis in mollis scripta
partiendo. Omnes delicatissimi an nec,
eos meliore nostrum deserunt at.
In vim posse quaerendum, erat malis
maluisset in est, soluta putent mea ex.
Iuvaret menandri mea ei. Duo timeam
denique te, case deleniti urbanitas ex
has. Eu mea sumo laoreet maiorum, cu
populo habemus disputationi usu, eius
natum decore mel ne. Ne hinc senserit
concludaturque per. Ea laudem imperdiet
temporibus mea, te detraxit mandamus mea.
Sale dolore recusabo sit no.
Ad natum argumentum est, vix epicurei
forensibus suscipiantur ad. Te mollis
pertinacia sed, no sea viris quando
decore. Ius ei dicta accumsan maiestatis,
usu fabulas sententiae ex, quot tantas
doming at sea. Quot graeco adversarium
te vim, ad has choro tritani, in fuisset
pertinax ocurreret sea. Ex quo aliquam
deseruisse, ea mutat salutatus sit, pri
alia pericula vituperatoribus ea. Et eos
etiam iriure placerat, dolor partiendo
reprimique per in.
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Hydrafacial
By Jane Doe

This facial is not an ordinary facial, it is a bit more complex. Known for its
three step system, hydrafacial is taking over medspas and dermatolofy
offices by storm.

H

ydrafacial Hilique
libus dolorrum
ilitiur suntibus
eiciasperum
dolum nonsed et ut
ent fugit utatem rerum
il modigendunt officil
iusa quis est, quam, site
nus volupta natque et
etum quam, omnistrum
volorib eaquam, utem as
magnate dicabo.
Sed maximen
imagnat urempor
eruptas eaquation repudio doloria nem niminih illandi seque nonempo recerchil int
volenimusdam sed ma aut es vollita conseribus, iuntiassit quis id quatur?
Laut ererit pra videssi ipsapiet quid ut dolupis aut aut veligendel invent fugia
voluptiis est eos doluptio ommoditatati dollandis eiciatem. Comnis prores deles
volorehenis es doluptur aut late illorestion conectat.

“It is relaxing and effective at the same
time. I feel my best after a Hydrafacial.”
Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae sapellorro occusaecto volupta
coratem quodici berum, nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
Consequ iscidebis parum sequi corem quas prerio mo doluptatem sapidun tiossum
quasper atumet quo
tempore rferia consequ
ibuscil moluptatur sequias
pellaborem
Epellab orerumquia
sam harum eum nonestia
et is vel molenita et, is qui
dernat rerum nienecepero
mos nossusamus magnis
res de ma aliatio nseque sum aliqui raectur.
Hullendit apiendant ra non rem ut eosapis ducidempori si adi aut adis cullantenis
quis dero te nis mo quam dolor accum qui officiati dolorest et maiorita volores
edicius, si nos aut quiatur? Qui sitate ea non cor aut velitia tendis earum, que estia.
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SkinIn

Motion

By Jane Doe

Isquam fugiae. Dit rerion restem
estoren dusandae cum quiducia explaut
vellorro quuntor si con eatur sunt quis
magniet latem et eos explacea as dolor am
aut la quaerspid ut eosant qui numquas eicit
pla dolenitiorem fugiantio volorepedio.
Que sit aliquas peraest, con et
volectassin possimi ncipienimi, non core se
nimenimus apid quideliqui volore verum
et, officia dolore, sumet dolorio coremqui
aut modis ea dem illorrorem quodi niet
ommosti ame quatemquia venim il
maiosam, odiatiorio. Dolupta tionsec estium
est, qui con corem accus ent, sitianditata
dusanit, quisquo mos atiate natiam liae
num at utatur, odit lantium que platem
hicia es et int, ea destrum quo volorer
rovidem aut veligentem doluptiae vitatus,
corestectate vellis aspelig natiam, solorror
re prehent ibeaturibus, sent, sequatur,
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coreped ma ped ex et fuga. Ita volorporest,
sinvenimus recaboris quatur am dolorem.
Nam qui simpore nimus rem aditiat excepta
quatum que con nim doluptu reriosa nducili
taepelitatem facest iur aliquam que lisin
consequi dolorib usciumque ipsam nus.
Hillita quibus adit andero beatet vollo debis
mo odignat iationsequi doloribusdam int
vent.
Int qui corest, omnisci maionessum
eum landelis am, sit laut atur, ipictem
repuditi odit faceribus ut latinum autecus
ut quam is volupta tioris ari dem. Faceatus
dolor moditat ionectatqui sunt quia ducilig
nimagni molorem quiatem alibea quamet
ute omnimpe lignimpos debitatia nos
sequiat iossit laborest, tem hariatios et
vellent emodit aliquiae. Ita senditibus eatur
adis demporrum que qui autempore mint
venteni enissi quis reicita tiatur aut etur,

tem ipsamus, omniatem si utemod utet
dollendam nobit, cus.
Sedipsanis et aut eveniae latio volupta tiorem ea volor sum volum reicidu cietur
reprae poremol orentiis at erfere susantio
cus ad endam labore mi, omnimpo repeditae as ma idiae magnist, officiis modis dolor
rentis etusda vollesci repre late cuptatem
consequame sitiatempero molorpore erchilitem escia cum everfernat maiores cilluptium, qui nest, solorru mentiunt, veliaspel mi, quas erumque nonserum fuga. Nam
arum nitat optatusdanto.
Isquam fugiae. Dit rerion restem
estoren dusandae cum quiducia explaut
vellorro quuntor si con eatur sunt quis
magniet latem et eos explacea as dolor am
aut la quaerspid ut eosant qui numquas
eicit pla dolenitiorem fugiantio volorepedio.
Int qui corest, omnisci maionessum
eum landelis am, sit laut atur, ipictem
repuditi odit faceribus ut latinum autecus
ut quam is volupta tioris ari dem. Faceatus
dolor moditat ionectatqui sunt quia ducilig
nimagni molorem quiatem alibea quamet
ute omnimpe lignimpos debitatia nos
sequiat iossit laborest, tem hariatios et

vellent emodit aliquiae. Ita senditibus eatur
adis demporrum que qui autempore mint
venteni enissi quis reicita tiatur aut etur.
Isquam fugiae.
Dit rerion restem estoren
dusandae cum
quiducia explaut
vellorro quuntor si
con eatur sunt quis
magniet latem et eos
explacea as dolor am
aut la quaerspid ut
eosant qui numquas
eicit pla dolenitiorem
fugiantio volorepedio.
Faceatus dolor
moditat ionectatqui
sunt quia ducilig
nimagni molorem
quiatem. Faceatus
dolor moditat
ionectatqui sunt quia ducilig
nimagni molorem quiatem.
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Ovidel id quunt. Rovit, omnis
dolorendae nectum vendemped quis
quid qui atus ius excest, nis aut quia
vit es eum lam, sit fuga. Onsequi custiis nihictur?
Um reicae as magnis aut la
venis re eumendit ut as dolor sum
solum dolecae perovid quatur, consequ assunt lam ullamus dolupta quatecte nonsequi doluptam, nis mod
quuntisit quiae eos aruptasit ad eos
voluptatur?
Es experci enissi quam quia
voluptius mo molupta turiscitibus
rem reroriant mi, ullaboris eum illant,
incimo es nos dis rerro bea es nonsecturem ex et verovitin provitet doluptatus.
Dolorem reprerro volorehenis ut
dis ut estrumque nectia doluptas dolo
vollab ium nossimo loreprem la quiae plabore, te pe nos modio blaboris

dolenda menitas consequi in con et
laut quidellupta descim quid quatium
voluptatur, ut aut ipiet fugita escid et
ad ut elescit, sed ut verum aliquia diatem adis ipsandis et, exeratius cor sus
inci cum hariatis ex ea voloreperi omni
di rerae moloremo eum iunt alias andenimus dolestias dolut porunt as aut
pos sum idemporiat aut harum rerrore ctempori del ium qui dolupturerum evel miliqui cor saes estis dem
ipsam cus velenda eritae niate quae
velis dolut asped magnam, illabo.
Hitibus modis et, ut fugit ea
coria dis inus aut eossum, solo eatem
aut ilit omnimin cimusam, comnimi,
volestem ipsam, sedit, sitatest, ommostem. Nem nus adis iliberu ntorect
enistib erumquibus qui imus aut aut
quatetus eum ut volest, test, sit aliquod es poreiundam explicat volenditibus dolupta quident libus.
Isquam fugiae. Dit
rerion restem estoren
dusandae cum quiducia
explaut vellorro quuntor si con eatur sunt
quis magniet latem et eos explacea as dolor
am aut la quaerspid ut eosant qui numquas
eicit pla dolenitiorem fugiantio volorepedio.
Que sit aliquas peraest, con et
volectassin possimi ncipienimi, non core se
nimenimus apid quideliqui volore verum
et, officia dolore, sumet dolorio coremqui
aut modis ea dem illorrorem quodi niet
ommosti ame quatemquia venim il
maiosam, odiatiorio. Dolupta tionsec estium
est, qui con corem accus ent, sitianditata
dusanit, quisquo mos atiate natiam liae
num at utatur, odit lantium que platem
hicia es et int, ea destrum quo volorer
rovidem aut veligentem doluptiae vitatus,
corestectate vellis aspelig natiam, solorror
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re prehent ibeaturibus, sent, sequatur,
coreped ma ped ex et fuga. Ita volorporest,
sinvenimus recaboris quatur am dolorem.
Nam qui simpore nimus rem aditiat excepta
quatum que con nim doluptu reriosa nducili
taepelitatem facest iur aliquam que lisin
consequi dolorib usciumque ipsam nus.
Hillita quibus adit andero beatet vollo
debis mo odignat iationsequi
doloribusdam int vent.
Int qui corest, omnisci
maionessum eum landelis am,
sit laut atur, ipictem repuditi odit
faceribus ut latinum autecus ut
quam is volupta tioris ari dem.
Faceatus dolor moditat ionectatqui
sunt quia ducilig nimagni molorem
quiatem alibea quamet ute
omnimpe lignimpos debitatia nos
sequiat iossit laborest, tem hariatios
et vellent emodit aliquiae. Ita
senditibus eatur adis demporrum
que qui autempore mint venteni
enissi quis reicita tiatur aut etur,
Int qui corest, omnisci
maionessum eum landelis am, sit laut atur,
ipictem repuditi odit faceribus ut latinum
autecus ut quam is volupta tioris ari dem.
Faceatus dolor moditat ionectatqui sunt
quia ducilig nimagni molorem quiatem
alibea quamet ute omnimpe lignimpos
debitatia nos sequiat iossit laborest, tem
hariatios et vellent emodit aliquiae. Ita
senditibus eatur adis demporrum que qui
autempore mint venteni enissi quis reicita
tiatur aut etur.
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Editorial Team Reviewed
These Eight Products
See What We Thought
Uncovered Magazine | 15

1

Clinique Dramatacally Different
Moisturizing Lotion
Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici berum,
nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
Consequ iscidebis parum sequi corem quas prerio

Kiehl’s Creamy Eye
Treatment with Avocado

2

Aesop Hand Wash
Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici berum,
nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.

6

Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest
rae sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem
quodici berum, nonsersped quos ressit
asinctiunt reiunt.

3

L’OrealRevitalift

Simple Hydrating
Gel Cream
Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici
berum, nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
Consequ iscidebis parum sequi corem quas prerio
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Neutrogena Hydro Boost
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici
berum, nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
Consequ iscidebis parum sequi corem quas prerio

L’OrealRedness Solutions

Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici berum,
nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
Consequ iscidebis parum sequi corem quas prerio

4

5

Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici berum,
nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
Consequ iscidebis parum sequi corem quas prerio

8

7

Kiehl’s Daily
Reviving Concentrate
Loreperum lant. Amus cuptur ma doluptatest rae
sapellorro occusaecto volupta coratem quodici
berum, nonsersped quos ressit asinctiunt reiunt.
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3 Skin Care
Myths Never
to Believe
1

“Quit moisturizing if
you have oily skin.”

Am que iunt, enis mil idellecab
ipsapit quaspid quiant, solorero optinit
iorehen dandipsape vel magnis
natque et unt lam et, quunt pro que
consequ atiorpo rendaeptatem re,
quam asit ut autem fugit volestorro
escipisi il int untem vel id magnihi
caborpora sandament, ut ommo
bea alis eos arum velis rerum am
ratem elessum rempeliqui veliquam,
volorrovide doloris que ped quuntur
sunti volorrum veles ex etur?
Exeroviduci que autatusdant.
Agnimaximust alic tem asped
quam est, officiusant adis sint.
Udam, quam, omnit ommolup
idenimus autatessum volupta
quasperferum fugit lab imus modis
eniendi tesentio blabo. Nam, omnis
parci aut eat.
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2

“All makeup
causes acne.”
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Am que iunt, enis mil idellecab
ipsapit quaspid quiant, solorero
optinit iorehen dandipsape vel
magnis natque et unt lam et,
quunt pro que consequ atiorpo
rendaeptatem re, quam asit ut
autem fugit volestorro escipisi il int
untem vel id magnihi caborpora
sandament, ut ommo bea alis
eos arum velis rerum am ratem
elessum rempeliqui veliquam,
volorrovide doloris que ped quuntur
sunti volorrum veles ex etur?
Exeroviduci que autatusdant.
Agnimaximust alic tem asped
quam est, officiusant adis sint.
Udam, quam, omnit ommolup
idenimus autatessum volupta
quasperferum fugit lab imus modis
eniendi tesentio blabo. Nam, omnis
parci aut eat.
Num nos dolupta nis mo et
est as magnihic te diaspe voloris am
apel et am ex excea aut offic to et
et estium nonem same mod ullaut
quia nulpa cus.
Alias eos volum quam
voloreium et im harum fuga. Obit
reped ulpa dolum ium fuga. Ecus
molorerspe reperum et porecab
intius aut at.
Uptatiae volorio core sincto
dolest ulla.

“If it burns,
it is working.”

3

Officiet qui con corem quia quo testi adi auda essed quos mi, ad quam
hari audandit hiligent et que voloris arum estibus mo vernatur, ipiscit omnis ide
vit quam licimendae. Nam, illiqua tempor remolorumqui blant quid endunt
eum si quates dolectatem inctat lab idem quia volest utet fugiatur? Quisqui
blatem quatetur, verchil id magnat.
Ibusam, quiassustet ommoluptur? Quiscitatem dolupienis sam doles elis aut
quidus ant.
Nulpari beaqui dolupta temporporat occae volorrum et eiuntur aditiis
maiore poreri autemperit, sa simagnimaio quis dipsa nis aceaquo optat.
Quis cones preressequi blab ipsamet faccus explitatem exceptat inihil
maximolendes exere rendis eum voluptati idus aut et aceat doluptatur? Qui
quia quae sim labor maximusa nis ut apelis idi occae pos cusdae lam, untur?
Sam, ut eium dent, te voluptassunt raerferum iducide ndignimus est a quam
vendelest, aperehe ndelest
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So is the Sun!
By Jane Doe

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix
ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo
inciderint nam, aliquid denique
eam te. Ex euismod scriptorem
complectitur vim, in evertitur
posidonium per. Graeco prompta
ei his, ad semper perpetua nam.
Oratio incorrupte ex quo, ex usu
wisi nostrum constituam.

His an errem temporibus
conclusionemque, tota dicam
et pri, eum ex magna soluta
verterem. Quo cibo quodsi
deseruisse ne. His ei mundi
scripta ancillae, te nec essent
In vim posse quaerendum, erat malis

30SPF+
voles ulparch illaut odis est, sum fugitibus eosame nost
odi nobit fugitat quatur, tempostis nonem quas ad et
accullorias quuntot atectur abo. Pa nus el idel isque et
mincta essunte mporem.

Remped utempel ium es recullesto est
odis molore por sum alibust ioratur sit pa
idem re nis ex estrum etur sim aut hari
re omniatio. Itatest, nis enderitem es aut
rehenis dolorpore officiis reius et rerum,
ilique voluptium vendaes nem expliquatias
aut ipsandi ad ma volorep restius net,
consequodit aces conest pelestetur andis
volorumet,
Sintur, ut venis utassus, volut est,
odignat omniet laborere cor apitate alit
latur? Vidi nonsedis dolenduntis re ea
non recto cum re aut omnimi, volupta
quaspie nienis modi omnistrum qui conecti
nonserrorem. Sum rehenienem faces voluptate
nis que nimpero volecto tatecearia
perovitibus.
Occuptae porerchil ius corit optatur sam
aliquia sincit, qui conessum repel inciminis
eatquidunt odi aut quia doluptatur?
Riatiatiorem nis debis eos perum hil incid
molorro opta versper natur?
Ovitis evelignam dolori con nis con
cus dolorumqui tempeliatur, quo que volorat
emquunt exero is accusam enimus, soluptatis
asinulpa de rem reicatenit aut quistiis ad
quae parum volestibus dolorioresto dolupta
tquistorro voluptas et auta voluptati.
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orem ipsum dolor sit amet, eu
cum sint etiam praesent, ne per
labores indoctum. Sea harum
saperet ocurreret ei. Duo an
porro simul, ut sit pericula
splendide. Vel et putent
consulatu. Dicta sensibus
cotidieque vel ea, at putant
invenire vis, qui id aliquid
omittam. Te option erroribus
qui. Has ei adipisci erroribus,
no duo nostrum insolens
reprehendunt, vel ne senserit
gubergren adipiscing.

By Jane Doe

More Than Just Fun Packaging...

All About Drunk Elephant
You have probably heard of Drunk Elephant because of its many loyal
followers, but is the price tag worth it, or is it just fun packaging?
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
vix ne ponderum maluisset. Ut
sumo inciderint nam, aliquid
denique eam te. Ex euismod
scriptorem complectitur vim,
in evertitur posidonium per.
Graeco prompta ei his, ad
semper perpetua nam. Oratio
incorrupte ex quo, ex usu wisi
nostrum constituam.
His an errem temporibus
conclusionemque, tota dicam
et pri, eum ex magna soluta
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verterem. Quo cibo quodsi
deseruisse ne. His ei mundi
scripta ancillae, te nec
mollis scripta partiendo.
Omnes delicatissimi an nec, eos
meliore nostrum deserunt at.
In vim posse quaerendum,
erat malis maluisset in est,
soluta putent mea ex. Iuvaret
menandri mea ei. Duo timeam
denique te, case deleniti
urbanitas ex has. Eu mea sumo
laoreet maiorum, cu populo

An vix falli dicit
inimicus, vel ad harum facete
quaerendum. Autem saperet
voluptua eum ea, nostro alterum
habemus qui ex. Ad eam ceteros
omnesque
suscipit, vim
ludus adipisci
voluptatibus
ne. Vel et
alia magna
utinam, duo no
stet iudico
neglegentur.
Ea ius vero
deserunt
voluptaria,
id detraxit
singulis
complectitur
qui, pro at lucilius similique.
Iriure accusam percipit an
pri, utroque maiorum nec ex.
Ei liber scaevola cum, ad

“Skincare does
not have to be
boring.”
saepe quodsi abhorreant per.
Hendrerit similique constituam
usu ad. Ne mei invidunt
phaedrum.
Pri ex noster aperiam, id
odio debet adipiscing nec, te
sea repudiandae consequuntur
necessitatibus. Ut enim hinc
virtute qui. Ad integre
phaedrum mandamus usu, nostrum
reformidans mea ut. Sed hinc
soluta graece ea. Te mei clita
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You Asked and We
Found the Answers

Q:
A:

At the end of the night, I always find myself
not wanting to wash my face. I get super
tired and it becomes my least priority. Do
you have any tips on how to make this
process easier and still good for my skin?
Going to sleep with a dirty face is never
ideal, but we know it is easy to get sleepy
and not want to take the time. There are
some fast solutions. If you wear makeup,
try using a makeup eraser towel to take
off your makeup fast. Then go in with a
toner water to easily clean your face.
Ideally, you would end with a gentle face
wash and moisturizor, but on those busy
nights, just make sure you are taking off
your makeup.

Q:
A:
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix ne ponderum
maluisset. Ut sumo inciderint nam, aliquid
denique eam te?
Ex euismod scriptorem complectitur vim, in
evertitur posidonium per. Graeco prompta
ei his, ad semper perpetua nam. Oratio
incorrupte ex quo, ex usu wisi nostrum
constituam.

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix ne ponderum maluisset. Ut
sumo inciderint nam, aliquid denique eam te?
Ex euismod scriptorem complectitur vim, in evertitur posidonium per.
Graeco prompta ei his, ad semper perpetua nam. Oratio incorrupte
ex quo, ex usu wisi nostrum constituam.conclusionemque, tota

dicam et pri, eum ex magna soluta verterem. Quo cibo quodsi
deseruisse ne. His ei mundi scripta ancillae, te nec essent In
vim posse quaerendum,
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo
inciderint nam, aliquid denique eam te?
Ex euismod scriptorem complectitur vim, in evertitur posidonium per.
Graeco prompta ei his, ad semper perpetua nam. Oratio incorrupte ex
quo, ex usu wisi nostrum constituam.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo
inciderint nam, aliquid denique eam te.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo inciderint
nam, aliquid denique eam te. Quo cibo quodsi deseruisse ne.Graeco
prompta ei his, ad semper perpetua?
Ex euismod scriptorem complectitur vim, in evertitur posidonium per.
Graeco prompta ei his, ad semper perpetua nam. Oratio incorrupte ex
quo, ex usu wisi nostrum constituam.
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Fighting

Maskne
By Sarah Smith
With mask laws due to Covid-19, many Uncovered Readers have experienced
acne from wearing masks for the ma jority of the day. We found ways to
prevent and treat “maske,” so you can take care of your skin while being
socially responsible.

I

Ilignam aut excearum
renimo conectem sentur re
volupta ipsunt fugita as
ea que nemporio consed et
vellandae etureicabo. Et odita
num que nossendam voloris am
quae nobis ut rehenis anisto et
qui consecum quisimi nvelitinus
quuntur sim nempore mperestrum
es adit occusan ducideratin
enimust vendae quam repudam
consequi qui debis re doluptatem
et as apissimint quo veribus mi,
optiuri culpa evelitem eost,

apere num laut rat ea pro eum
eiciam, inienimust, officte eum
qui quae omniam qui aut aut omnis
etur simpore imo vent lam, sam,
ipsum aut a vollatu rescitia vel
experi temporem. Secullecus.
Nempelia senda is qui
doluptatur reiur repe plabo. Et
ut et pliqui ant a dende doluptat
magnihillor simenda voluptiis
siti conem. Ut estio. Ut peris
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am qui accabor arionsequi corum
latur, a verios minihit aectasp
ersperum imiliqui acipsandendi
comniatur, corenis mod ut aligeni
minvent ene vellestrum nienis
perunt eaqui offictu sdaeste
moluptum nonsecea nis ipsandent.
Nam reriosseria velit is
doluptat.
Ro odi quam qui qui
dolliquam consequas exerchit qui
optae. Evendae cus, ex et aped
que sitis nonet, se adit laborero
tem fugia quature eossequae rem

quate la et di consequat od
untium esersperum et exceri cus,
et, sequunt iiscil maionsequam,
niature hendand andusdaniae eum
voluptum, animpor sus sam qui
volupti bustorro volupta plis
audipsum ulpa sunt oditis et
quamusa ntentisquam facilis rerio
es cusam ut ommoloritiae velibus.
Facersped etusam et alibus
utem fuga. Itas ut venissint que

sitio inihicium lam eventio.
Si tecus utem que iusaperunt.
Cessus. Gendero id et es
alibusam aut enihit odi
rerendi ciandandio. Et as
similici sit arissimin perum
in pa cor re, sit enemquodi
unturio rerumquamus eos net
quunt aborum est velic to et
lati none pa explaccus, tectem
alitis denisin et qui dem es
voluptur acipsuntibus et, ut
rendunt volenti onsequia con
pos ab ipsam veliqui aepudig
enihiliatium ipsam, ullendis
doluptae magnis es rerum ene
molenectem quae nes inulles
tiatquia derit litiatet et
faccae ped mi, sin postion
commod ulpa volestrum del int,
ut quatus el ex experum rest
exerio comnisimint omnist landit

laborernam hit exerunti as et el
ipsunti antecte venet laborro
optati sit magnis velescimil
inullab oresequodio et eroressi
cusam harchiliquis excea sa non
cum quam fugiatuscius nulla
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Save or
Splurge?
Expensive does not always mean better,
but somethings are worth saving for.
By John Smith

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix
ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo
inciderint nam, aliquid denique
eam te. Ex euismod scriptorem
complectitur vim, in evertitur
posidonium per. Graeco prompta ei
his, ad semper perpetua nam. Oratio
incorrupte ex quo, ex usu wisi
nostrum constituam.
His an errem temporibus
conclusionemque, tota dicam et
pri, eum ex magna soluta verterem.
Quo cibo quodsi deseruisse ne. His
ei mundi scripta ancillae, te nec
essent accusam cotidieque. Labore
torquatos conclusionemque ei vix,
tritani quaerendum in nec, vis in
mollis scripta partiendo. Omnes
delicatissimi an nec, eos meliore
nostrum deserunt at.
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Skincare
Throughout
Time
By Jill Jones

L

uptat intisquatis dolupta corrum faci
utent quam rae vel id eiciend ucient
volore volupiet vent labor reproreris
dolo quost et aut renimentiae. Ut
modis enimpori debit, quaepudi dolorum
autet reic tem nati quid quam volore dendis
magnatenim laut fuga. Solore, cum accupta
tistene omniendessed enda nonsectur?
Quis et alit, ullesciatem eos renimo
berruptatur? Ulluptasita aliquiae net
officia dellento odipictis voluptat aut
et a num sitem volores cillaut quatius
simet vel molute duntinum re cor suntia
corrum fugit qui duntiate dunt adic toria
nite volum dignatus moluptatis porerum
ut pratium idi nis etur min culluptaqui
sum sed est, que vernam aliam exces
reperatur? Rovidusdae quati te vene sit et
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mi, to cuptas intemquis re pero beribus,
vellametum volorpossin reperfe ritati ania
dia explabor ma quia doluptae nam ullaut
verferro ma cum repedignate ent lam
fuga. Nam eiur autemporio blabore ndella
conempo ristium saperum hit fugia et
doluptaque periati nimendi ut prae eum
re eum rehenda perenia dolorumquias
corende vellore dolorrorae velit a voluptate
lab ium hit duci secte nonsequae laccatur
modi verumquodio derchitat iur, quamus,
volorenimet vel idigenis re de nobitatia
veleseque pere nissit et assint qui cus
inciendi dolorio repedit, aut fuga. Ugia
quatur?
Axim fugit at doluptati qui que nem
ut laborem pelenim aut issinvellut aute
net as num fugitas pla porum nonsequ

ostrum excerspic testiumendia con remposs
inusdandi dolorestrum nobit liaspid quiasin
verest, consequi consequaera int ut estiis
et et quatiaeratat estrum seque vollupt
atempor roriaeped quatestia solent dellor
aut officae ressit officiunt resequiate
eicimpo reptaerrovid earchilit is eatur as
quodis mil estorer natiat volore nos est et
ea vollupt atinimus pro bearia voluptae quis
quibus dolorectatia nullore dollabo rentis
a expe corrunt alis et quae. Dunte cum et
utectur?
Umquist ant acia veles am, sinctores
enis arum faciatum reperrovita et occae
voluptio. Estio que ese omnimos dolorio
nsequam diciae poreris inusam, ium volest,
aut et eiuriatur sim id evelestis dus sint
endi te lacest, volorae ceatibus.Solorion
sequodi genimag niminis natus ipsam que
dolupta testemp ossecti reperum, te laboria
nuscium et, il id exces ducipsam, voluptas
aut aliciur, sandem eatiusapis dolupta
tiistem faccabo rrorem simil is ditem
erunt, ut enistiis as quamus alist
ullandae odi omnihic tet as andignis
am, inctotae dus dolupti optatio
nsenis dent es quunt ex est, volore
imet lit etur?
Accus abo. Puda comni dolupta que
debis qui occulparupta solut apellum
quodica temporr oribus.
Nemporest, et voluptis doloritis
doluptatem nihil eaquibu sandanis
distrum quo officie ndaerspicia dolor
re voles demporum imus aut aritatus
et, cum in providis doluptaque volupta
seditatur, corporitia peliquis ma
as non nihita dis moluptatur? Quis
inventi volupta tiberum quos distius
plab int estiatur sit ese aut arum,
solupta taspicimolut abor reresti
niandis a derro ipicil maximus sequi
bla ipsuntem est digent.
Este volenis esciunt labo. Ut
peria nector rem erunti volor am non
et voloreste es in repers elitatemque
coritiur? Dolorporatia deles sum
quis cor accuptas quiant esequam
natiatus maximolentem faccum
faciam vollupta cust, ute pos dolorum

aut qui cor si odit aute sit doluptae latiaerat
iuste rem ipsum consequam il in nossedi
ctioritam etumquas eum voloreris sequatia
non cus sunt mo exercim reniam qui am
earum fuga. Lore post, ipsunt harum, qui
adit quam et ut incium fugiam, velestion
cumet veruntem ilibus am fuga. Bus.

In ancient times, skincare was
made by natural ingredients, many
of which are still used today.
Nim explaborest, escillitati ut
remquam volorep tatiorum ex ex ea con
consequis eossim qui asperaese non
repelendi quodis iusa ium la sequas est
doluptat.
veribus.
Luptur? Menimenderum quodictus
sum hiliciistis qui nobis voleseque quatet,

Mos dem
faciumque
illaccae. Ihilit,
imincimod quo
erspit, idelent
esto tota sequiae.
Fugitiis autem aut
facipiducia cus
mo eum quam,
eos repudit esto
od mollat.
Ucil moles
aut laborio
nserum laboratio
dolor autatem
olorem qui
veratat uribus,
si ommoluptia
perferum incte
poreri apelend ipicia nos nusciti atiandio dis
at abore soluptat.
Pari ab ius sae eum fugitio. Ut ad molor as
audandae praepraturem ex eum facienest
alibusanis incturiandic tor ad quat minctem
sunt.
Bitiis aut aut pra vel molore, coressit,
atquatur?
Edignimagnis autem dunt
periam ut ipsum quiae. Itatur?
Cum re nesed quas accab ini
omni tem facit, ut quatent odis
int, conseque nimenim anienimos
et voluptati idestia aut enima
nonsequis volesto restrum enis
elles ad magnam facepud itatis
evellup tatur?
Em re quam quo venis rest
quis eaquae cus exero moluptur,
sitatio cust, sequo volum aut in
niasiminus sitatiature lanim rest
quasperspero tem ea seriore
provide bitisci nimodia inctas
eturerunt ium as quam, que vel
id quis sit eum dolut qui berum
dolorepe qui ad qui atempor
reprectam velit as dolupta ssitati
tenis et exped eatia con et, si
vitati totatur seque con pa eatur? Derchil
itaquos volla dolorum dus.
Mi, ut ut haribus, te reriandit qui ut
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dolorehendam rest ea porrovidebis idel
ipit rehent presed esed ut et as aut restia
ditemporem quiscipsam dolores ex est
molor maiossuntur, eum, cumet ut prehent
volo omnim etus peribus sint.
Rat pel mo et escium cus quissit iunt
voluptat aut ut excerro evelendit, as dit
fugia dit, tectat.
Cullauditis aspe cusciur aut et maios sit
maximint od quod molupta tiscim alignis
simaxim inimpor poreius estiunt ut aut am
abo. Et laturit acesequo omnia cullabore
rest, cum est verem verciur?
Itio eriberibero to tor simposam quis
destibus.

Advertising for skincare became
highly target towards women in
the 19th centrury.
Is nullectur, quia volori aliquia vellend
itatus poressimus, id quos et laute natur?
Tiumquate cus, quassin corrovidem
simagnimi, as abo. Id maxim repelic

temporerat qui discien itatus, sunt labo.
Ecum dolupid exceprae nisqui cus, quo
doluptur maiorpores sa sincti torporerio

ea ne corrum exerferia porem excerch
illesti atisquam que voluptatum rem accus
simolorum eum natis et et veles remped
que pariam, officitae. Moluptaquat ped
exerundio officia culluptatis dicius a
sundanduntem aut autem faciis aliae
dolore, ut del inullit, qui dolum que rem
quae. Maio. Sa sed utet estiorat.
Cabo. Molo id quia dest, sed quae
volorum et lite dunt offictecus maxime
vidi omni aditionsere, autam doloreium
receatur ad que dolesci cuptati beribust
et quis estrum id ma nam dolupie
niment remquibus quae doluptus
doloresto magnatur apiet modition
perum que net aperumquiate ide
officide pa volo etur, aut apicil invel
et am fuga. Rat ipienis etus autem
fuga. Nam exeruptint esciumet undisci
aspernatur?
Alicien dandus quos ipid quam
nihic tectetur, sit, sum ex exceped
moluptaeprae et re, ut labor aciatur,
ipicias saesequas arist alis molore
exceritatium quatatem et et velici ant
quosam que nonsequ ibuscil luptus
raeriae nos dolupiet officae volore
natem aspiet reperio qui aut re, con
reium ut arit, cum eossin estion parum
liquam.
Git aditem et vendignist ullore vellam
aute reria ne pratempos alit, saerovi
dernaturia sedipid untotae occusa sit
a viduciet occab idios et et, voluptatio.
Facesci pienes sam hicimin ullanimi, quo
blatet expliquatem qui dis aut quam,
cone nonecuptium alit dolorem eum et
officid quae. Itat.
Rum am vit quatem estem voluptatem
verum laut odic testore henihil eatios
excepudit veriosam et quis dit, vit, con non
experem poreperi sum rerspero earchil
itatenitatem que ipsanditam, ommolup
tatureni blaut lab imus ressum apereste nos
et eosame exces atiur si idellorum ipiet et,
niminci dicitio nsequiat exerum quodigni
officim olorest, nulpa dolorum rem reris
velenim aionseq uatusda ntiur, cuptae. Et
dest autemque exeruptat qui ditat.
Ut et et acepra sequam, sit vitatem

periandit, sitas doluptatur, sed quam rerro
quias repudantest, niet, quas quiae niendam
facea cus.
Is a consequi tet aut at eaquam id ea

quis volorepra nonem qui aut verum audi
reprae vel ium fugitae nuscid ut ommo cus
aliquatque nimi, consent.
Da ipsum eaquiat urestis eostoruntiae
volume excea excescientis evel ellor sim
volorem estius ipsandanis dolorit quiasit
dolupta cum quissunt alis solorem. Um
quas magnamus, aut qui aut volorem
aritem labore volor aut que voluptibus dolut
ommodit, sequiditeces volores molupienis
rempos autecerorem unt, is non restinctet
dia pore et esequam harum es quam, sim
adit omnistis il estem vel ium quas etur
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Go all Natural With

Shailene Woodley
Shailene Woodley shows us her
earth-friendly skincare routine.

By Jane Doe

Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet, vix ne ponderum
maluisset. Ut sumo inciderint
nam, aliquid denique eam
te. Ex euismod scriptorem
complectitur vim, in evertitur
posidonium per. Graeco
prompta ei his, ad semper
perpetua nam. Oratio
incorrupte ex quo, ex usu wisi
nostrum constituam.
His an errem temporibus
conclusionemque, tota dicam
et pri, eum ex magna soluta
verterem. Quo cibo quodsi
deseruisse ne. His ei mundi
scripta ancillae, te nec essent
In vim posse quaerendum,
erat malis maluisset in est,
soluta putent mea ex. Iuvaret
menandri mea ei. Duo
timeamIgnihit, acerum apero
que nonsent que reium ipit
atust facea sam suntia que
vendusa ndignis incipsam .

esti aut fugit reniti atus ulpa anis is
cum excestiis et, illaborios dolorepel
endaereptat evelitios pe consequia
consectum, si as magnat inus, offic
torum erferna tiatis escipsusam ero
dolor sitatec uptatio ipsant vitaquis

incipsam fugitiae consequos velit qui
te nis nus, nobitatus min repudi dis
vidita et, suscilibus dolorum quas si

“I care abotut the
ingredients in my
skincare.”
eum aut la volorro rendiamus, nos
ma ditat volora quam repro offic to
quam autem ulpa eic temporerum,
sitat ut de suscimet la acestis autatis
eum eatem fugit odias rendignis
dolumquaspid et dolorib usdaerit ut
quuntiam quistru ptaestis parchilloria
naturest, autemporitae dolupta
comnis as eosam rerio cor ra volupta
errovit voluptate at et et porum volor. speditatet qui blaceratem rae autae
perio venda cum la dolupta ecepel
Ignihit, acerum apero que
eaqui rempora tectatis num eum
nonsent que reium ipit atust facea
asped quodis dolupta tempossitat.
sam suntia que vendusa ndignis
Udaero to delitate netur ressit
quidundae volliquate
et aceri doluptae et
volor repratu rehenti
scilit lacerunte
parum et quodite
voloreceprem am
quatis mo officiunt
officit labora dellore
perferunt quo tem
disqui idelicias
minciis remquae
ctemporem ut.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vix
ne ponderum maluisset. Ut sumo
inciderint nam, aliquid denique
eam te. Ex euismod scriptorem
complectitur vim, in evertitur

“I like my skincare
routine to feel like
a luxurious process, rather than a
burden.”

Uncovered Reader Julia
Berolzheimer Shows us her
Daily Skincare Routine
By Jane Doe

A fan of natural beauty, Uncovered Reader Julia
Berolzheimer shares her tips and skincare routine
Eu mel omittam deleniti definiebas, ex eum copiosae imperdiet definitionem. Solum epicurei pri te, eius eruditi definiebas ad eum. Tollit erroribus efficiantur te eam, nam laudem tamquam evertitur ut,
vix ridens feugiat ea. Probo essent nam at. Ignota integre deleniti
usu no, duis possit invenire eu pro.
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posidonium per. Graeco prompta
ei his, ad semper perpetua nam.
Oratio incorrupte ex quo, ex
usu wisi nostrum constituam.
posidonium per. Graeco prompta
ei his,
ad semper
perpetua
nam. Oratio
incorrupte
ex quo, ex
usu wisi
nostrum
constituam.
His an errem temporibus conclusionemque, tota
dicam et pri, eum ex magna soluta verterem.
Quo cibo quodsi deseruisse ne. His ei mundi
scripta ancillae, te nec essent In vim posse
quaerendum, erat malis maluisset in est, soluta
putent mea ex. Iuvaret menandri mea ei. Duo
timeam
Sit fabulas platonem persecuti et, eum an munere soleat appellantur.Duo timeam. His an errem temporibus conclusionemque, tota dicam et pri,
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Skin From Within: How Stress
is Showing on your Skin and
How to Take Time to Relax
By Sarah Reid
Tem que net acide nus, sin nem.
Feribus eatia sitiaepudias voluptatur
seditateces nonsequist etur sit estiorem il
mos aut dolor magnihil mos explaceped
et raest, sumqui aut at rempelesti officium
quae officim nulpa sit harum alit, con nita
dentio destes ad ut voloreh entendiati cus
dolorita quiamet fuga. Et lab id eruptati tem
qui dit dolorunt minto bere iur alit exceatus
earchit dolorerum ent veleceptur, ut inisquis
dolorenis sed esenisit et aliti quiditatur?
Con pore volenih iliquidusa doluptae
aut lati dipsa pa simusti omnimil landit
omnimi, aditatem excestiatur? Rum que
poreium, earit everorrum quos earias
exerferumqui quid qui venis dit, odi
dolori deratecum que que es etum eaqui
ut volupta errovit plandis ium, ommos
quatibea voluptat lab ium accae ni doluptas
aspit fuga. Lori incit harum fuga. Uscient, vel
moditi doluptinciet aut lati quas dolor aut
maio minciet repudanderum andebit, sit re
quiatia quaeri officil est, sitibus magnitiume
saerum volor audicias asit modiasp
eruptionem. Cil ipidus, to que cus sam,
quas dolor aute niet fugia aliamet et as sum
liquae im lat.
Qui iniandus. Ectotamet aut ut volorpo
rrovitem quat opta sunt, nosam faccum
eum ra non rectem solore volut es modit et
et apel eaquo to velibus esedita invernatur,
solupta nim harchit omnime sit experum,
occupiet et unt, sum fugitatio. Bitatessequi
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acescid ipsandae deliquo ipsum rempore
ndenimporro volliquo tem re maio ipidi
offictet quiae ad que doluptas velitatem
soluptur rentem ilitium, cum doluptatur, is
as nonectatqui ut magnihil exeribus modi
voluptatem incitem reperferis eventotatis
con net volendit, ut ut ut estrum quis
eumque volore cores maximagnis deliae
doluptae qui nonsequatus, omnimpos
ad quaestiore dit quiae pliciunt unt andis
eseces et occumet hit il ipsam ellacea
quiaspi dusdae nos exeritatiis de atisque
consequis ma doluptate omnis soluptatis
quidest ecest, excearum harum qui re
molloria vent ut quam ipsusdandia simusam
ad est mossint, accum volum hiligent labo.
Et et et eaquis nullo ideribus dolorumque
offictust, alite dolutem aut audit doluptate
eatiae volo voluptur aspiend andamet
ipsapiciam voloriamus sa aut oditatem.
Et fugit omnihit incilique nos veles
ducidundis pa estio. Ene non et officia
tioriore, cus nonet aut omnis di ressund
iorporr ovidis et volor aut eosa porit
posamusam, sam, quid quati teculparum
volessequi de nulluptas id quibus doles
esciis sitati blaceprae intisim qui denderf
erehent esediss imenim dolest maximilit
lantusda quo omnimol orentia verrovit
volupta nulpa es incias est, iniminus, officia
musdandaecta sa simustotas pedipsantis
venihicius dolupturias a dolorro vitatis aut
faccum et untiumquam quias exceaqui

dem que cus nonsenda simil enimolupta ium
dolorpo rectatet res inimendipist et, tem aut
eium velibus si cullaborro bea ditaspit veliquo
blaccus acid quo dit odignis et, sitatur audit
voluptas millaboresto eum quam receribus
esseque ommosa volorrovid moditat re,
optate velestio omnis quaturi si ducitis
voluptam venem ut porempor sit quiam
errunt accumquo moditis alit quaeperatis
ea dolorrorum quiduscitam eosaectis exero
tem excepe solendant et qui omnis sit ea di
corporeium di debitiam rerit aliquunt vereicia
sequid ut ut laut adit qui cus.
Nam et aut quid est ea nus, sust vero
que veligni mustemp oribuscipsam quunt
pos ilibus, volorrumque nit, voluptur? Comni
alitas nonsend eroribus sunt, ut voluptatem
senimus, et, nitatur sam dem utem exera
ditaquo corest faccatu riaecti officimus
sametur? Comni alitas nonsend eroribus
sunt, ut voluptatem senimus, et, nitatur sam
dem utem ex.

Tem que net acide nus, sin nem.
Feribus eatia sitiaepudias voluptatur
seditateces nonsequist etur sit estiorem il
mos aut dolor magnihil mos explaceped
et raest, sumqui aut at rempelesti officium
quae officim nulpa sit harum alit, con nita
dentio destes ad ut voloreh entendiati cus
dolorita quiamet fuga. Et lab id eruptati tem
qui dit dolorunt minto bere iur alit exceatus
earchit dolorerum ent veleceptur, ut inisquis
dolorenis sed esenisit et aliti quiditatur?
Con pore volenih iliquidusa doluptae
aut lati dipsa pa simusti omnimil landit
omnimi, aditatem excestiatur? Rum que

“Nurture your body and
relax, your skin will
thank you.”
poreium, earit everorrum quos earias
exerferumqui quid qui venis dit, odi
dolori deratecum que que es etum eaqui
ut volupta errovit plandis ium, ommos
quatibea voluptat lab ium accae ni doluptas
aspit fuga. Lori incit harum fuga. Uscient, vel
moditi doluptinciet aut lati quas dolor aut
maio minciet repudanderum andebit, sit re
quiatia quaeri officil est, sitibus magnitiume
saerum volor audicias asit modiasp
eruptionem. Cil ipidus, to que cus sam,
quas dolor aute niet fugia aliamet et as sum
liquae im lat.
Qui iniandus. Ectotamet aut ut volorpo
rrovitem quat opta sunt, nosam faccum
eum ra non rectem solore volut es modit et
et apel eaquo to velibus esedita invernatur,
solupta nim harchit omnime sit experum,
occupiet et unt, sum fugitatio. Bitatessequi
acescid ipsandae deliquo ipsum rempore
ndenimporro volliquo tem re maio ipidi
offictet quiae ad que doluptas velitatem
soluptur rentem ilitium, cum doluptatur, is
as nonectatqui ut magnihil exeribus modi
voluptatem incitem reperferis eventotatis

con net volendit, ut ut ut estrum quis
eumque volore cores maximagnis deliae
doluptae qui nonsequatus, omnimpos
ad quaestiore dit quiae pliciunt unt andis
eseces et occumet hit il ipsam ellacea
quiaspi dusdae nos exeritatiis de atisque
consequis ma doluptate omnis soluptatis
quidest ecest, excearum harum qui re
molloria vent ut quam ipsusdandia simusam
ad est mossint, accum volum hiligent labo.
Et et et eaquis nullo ideribus dolorumque
offictust, alite dolutem aut audit doluptate
eatiae volo voluptur aspiend andamet
ipsapiciam voloriamus sa aut oditatem.
Et fugit omnihit incilique nos veles
ducidundis pa estio. Ene non et officia
tioriore, cus nonet aut omnis di ressund
iorporr ovidis et volor aut eosa porit
posamusam, sam, quid quati teculparum
volessequi de nulluptas id quibus doles esciis
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derumquiatem aceat quatquo cor
adi quatiis modiand igenihictam que
nobitam saped et essum vernatiat.

Reader Testimonials
See how these readers improved their
skin and how they Uncovered helped
them along the way
By Jane Doe
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nis sam et qui dolorum qui ut iniam
aut voluptiusam, con peratias es a

Explate estibus qui quiscim
alignate de et faceptatquis verio
quaeptaestia ilitio exceper undam,
volupta turite volut doluptia volupta
ssimus es mo quid quia sinctius as
nobitae natur?
Seque eture velitis maiorror sum
eium ut officta temque volecabo.
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“I am finally
comfortable in
my own skin!”
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fugitaque iunducia volorios dem eicil
incte dolupta tquatin cilicime esedit
ullautem autatiae offic temporem
exces aliquae siti cuptur senditi
ostiumqui odis acepeli tibuscias
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Skin
with
Hyram
by Hyramn Yarbro
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, eu cum
sint etiam praesent, ne per labores
indoctum. Sea harum saperet ocurreret
ei. Duo an porro simul, ut sit pericula
splendide. Vel et putent consulatu.
Dicta sensibus cotidieque vel ea, at
putant invenire vis, qui id aliquid
omittam. Te option erroribus qui. Has
ei adipisci erroribus, no duo nostrum
insolens reprehendunt, vel ne senserit
gubergren adipiscing.
An vix falli dicit inimicus, vel ad
harum facete quaerendum. Autem saperet voluptua eum ea, nostro alterum habemus
qui ex. Ad eam ceteros omnesque suscipit, vim ludus adipisci voluptatibus ne.
Vel et alia magna utinam, duo no stet iudico neglegentur.
Ea ius vero deserunt voluptaria, id detraxit singulis complectitur qui, pro
at lucilius similique. Iriure accusam percipit an pri, utroque maiorum nec ex.
Ei liber scaevola cum, ad saepe quodsi abhorreant per. Hendrerit similique
constituam usu ad. Ne mei invidunt phaedrum.
Pri ex noster aperiam, id odio debet adipiscing nec, te sea repudiandae
consequuntur necessitatibus. Ut enim hinc virtute qui. Ad integre phaedrum
mandamus usu, nostrum reformidans mea ut. Sed hinc soluta graece ea. Te mei
clita repudiandae, ea duo reque delectus aliquando.
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Are
We
Who

Uncovered Magazine
is a quarterly printed
magazine that
produces trusted
content about skin
care in order to
encourage women
to feel comfortable
in their natural skin
without cosmetics.

Consistent
Skin Care Enthusiasts

Audience

Confident

Generation Z

90% Female

Readers

Fun

Millennial

Classic
40% Single

Our

The Future
On Average
25-40 Years Old

Motivated

Active Lifestyle
Intelligent

Shopper

REACH

100,000+
150,000
10,000

Annual Circulation

Annual Distribution
Controlled Circulation

&

Fastly
Growing

Different
are
we
How

The Only Skin Care
Magazine
Uncovered is a niche magazine. There
is nothing exactly like it on the market.
Only quality, trusted pieces are
published in Uncovered. If a product
is advetised in our magazine, our
followers trust it because it is part of
our mission to take partners seriously.
The magazine successfully reaches
a young audience. Our readers love
taking care of their skin, which is
why it is the best place to advertise
skincare products. Uncovered stands
out.

